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Tifosi Optics&reg; takes your vision to the next level. FRAME INTERCHANGE SYSTEM:
&#8226; Tifosi&#039;s unique frame interchange system makes it simple to fit your frame to your activity. Each frame type has a
patent-pending notch system that fits into the universal arms. Pivot the arm up and onto the notches until it clicks into place.
&#8226; Each frame comes with an extra set of lenses.
&#8226; Can be worn as a full-frame, half-frame or shield style. Performance lenses ideal for: cycling, running, golf, tennis, and
outdoor. Like multiple pairs of glasses in one easily changeable set. Durable frames made from TR-90 nylon. Adjustable, hydrophilic
pads at nose and ear for a custom fit that stays in place when wet. Lenses: each variant comes with different lenses. Please see
below which frames suit your needs.
Metallic Red: AC RED&trade; (all conditions) / Smoke / Clear
Gloss Black: AC RED&trade; (all conditions) / Smoke Polarized / Clear 100% UVA/UVB protection. All Tifosi Pro kits include a set of
universal arms, a custom zippered case to hold all components in place, and a cleaning bag. Imported. Measurements: Temple
Length: 119 mm Frame Width: 131 mm Lens Height: 34 mm Weight: 1 oz Lens Width: 57 mm Bridge: 18 mm This product may
have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s website or contact us at for full manufacturer warranty
details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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